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INTRODUCTION
To UAB Syno International and its subsidiaries (hereinafter "SynoInt") your and other data subjects personal data protection is
important. Therefore, we are committed to respecting and
protecting the privacy of each data subject. Data subjects trust us
with their personal information and we are responsible for ensuring
that we work every day to justify that trust. This Privacy Policy
contains essential information about the processing of personal data
by SynoInt, the storage of these data and the rights of the data
subjects.
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I. KEY TERMS
1. PERSONAL DATA means any information relating to an identiﬁed

5. CONSENT of the data subject means any freely given, speciﬁc,

or identiﬁable natural person (‘data subject’); an identiﬁable natural

informed and unambiguous indication of the data subject's wishes

person is one who can be identiﬁed, directly or indirectly, in

by which he or she, by a statement or by a clear aﬃrmative action,

particular by reference to an identiﬁer such as a name, an

signiﬁes agreement to the processing of personal data relating to

identiﬁcation number, location data, an online identiﬁer or to one or

him or her;

more factors speciﬁc to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental,

6. DATA SUBJECT means a person whose personal data is

economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person;

processed;

2. PROCESSING means any operation or set of operations which is

7. SPECIAL CATEGORIES OF PERSONAL DATA means personal data

performed on personal data or on sets of personal data, whether or

revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or

not by automated means, such as collection, recording, organization,

philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and genetic data,

structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation,

biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural

use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making

person, data concerning health or data concerning a natural

available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or

person's sex life or sexual orientation

destruction;

8. THE GROUP OF COMPANIES means a controlling company, UAB

3. RECIPIENT means a natural or legal person, public authority,

Syno International and its controlled subsidiaries.

agency or another body, to which the personal data are disclosed,

9. SYNOINT SYSTEMS AND PLATFORMS means all SynoInt systems

whether a third party or not. However, public authorities which may

and platforms which belong to the SynoInt, such as Syno Panel, Syno

receive personal data in the framework of a particular inquiry in

Tool, Syno Score, Syno Answers, Syno Media Panel, Syno Rewards,

accordance with Union or Member State law shall not be regarded as

Syno Library, Surveyo 24 etc. in which data subjects must register

recipients; the processing of those data by those public authorities

and provide personal data that is managed by the group of

shall be in compliance with the applicable data protection rules

companies.

according to the purposes of the processing;
4. THIRD PARTY means a natural or legal person, public authority,
agency or body other than the data subject, controller, processor and
persons who, under the direct authority of the controller or
processor, are authorized to process personal data;
Syno International Privacy Policy. Last Updated on November 8, 2017
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II. PERSONAL DATA
1. LAWFULNESS OF PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING
SynoInt collects and processes your personal data only on the basis
of legal bases deﬁned by legal acts regulating personal data
protection:
• With your consent;
• In order to conclude and / or execute an agreement with you.

• personal data obtained when entering into a business
(cooperation) agreement (name, surname, personal code, address
and etc.);
• other data that are collected on your permission and are deﬁned in
detail at the time when you are asked for permission;
• other data obtained in order to conclude and / or execute an
agreement with you.

2. PURPOSE OF PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING

4. COOKIES

SynoInt processes personal data for purposes of market and public

'Cookies' are small text ﬁles that are stored by the browser (for

opinion research and consumer insights.

example, Internet Explorer or Google Chrome) on your computer or

Also, SynoInt processes personal data for purposes of loyalty

mobile phone. They allow websites to store things like user

program when data subjects use Syno Rewards as one of SynoInt

preferences. You can think of cookies as providing a 'memory' for the

systems and platforms.

website, so that it can recognize you when you come back and
respond appropriately.

3. PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING
SynoInt processes the following data:
• with your consent, the personal data you submit when registering
in the SynoInt systems and platforms (this is basic information such
as name, surname, email address, postal code, gender and etc.);
• with your consent, personal data and special personal data that
you submit in response to questionnaires (for example: country,
region where you work, religion, racial origin, health (medicines,
illness, disease intensity and etc.);
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This site, like many others, uses small ﬁles called cookies to help us
customize your experience.
We use cookies to learn more about the way you interact with our
content and help us to improve your experience when visiting our
website.
Cookies remember the type of browser you use and which additional
browser software you have installed. They also remember your
preferences, such as language and region, which remain as your
default settings when you revisit the website. Cookies also allow you
to rate pages and ﬁll in comment forms.
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Some of the cookies we use are session cookies and only last until
you close your browser, others are persistent cookies which are
stored on your computer for longer.
We will not use cookies to collect personally identiﬁable information
about you. However, should you wish to do so, you can choose to
reject or block the cookies set by SynoInt or the websites of any third
party suppliers by changing your browser settings.
You can also visit www.allaboutcookies.org or www.google.com/
privacy_ads.html for details on how to delete or reject cookies and
for further information on cookies generally. For information on the
use of cookies in mobile phone browsers and for details on how to

6. PERSONAL DATA SHARING
SynoInt can provide your data if:
• your consent (permission) has been granted to deﬁned data
recipients;
• your consent (permission) has been granted, UAB “Syno
International” may provide data to subsidiary companies and viceversa, subsidiary companies may provide data to “UAB Syno
International”;
• your permission has been granted, UAB “Syno International” may
provide data to other third parties in speciﬁc cases.

reject or delete such cookies, please refer to your handset manual.
Note, however, that if you reject the use of cookies you will still be
able to visit our websites but some of the functions may not work
correctly. If you need more information about cookies, please
contact with us.

5. THE TERM OF PROTECTION OF PERSONAL
DATA

We store your personal data for no longer than the it is required by

the data processing goals or is stated in legal regulations if there is a
longer data storage duration provisioned. We aim not to store
outdated or irrelevant information and ensure that personal data

7. CHILDREN
SynoInt is committed to protecting the privacy of children. This
website and SynoInt systems and platforms services are not
intended for minors.
No information should be submitted to our website by users under
the age of 13, and we do not collect information from any user we
have reason to believe is a child under the age of 13.
If there are any cases when children want and must participate in
surveys or in other SynoInt activities, they have to submit consents
and permissions from their parents.

and other information about the clients would be updated
consistently and correct.
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III. MEASURES USED BY
SYNOINT TO PROTECT
PERSONAL DATA
SynoInt activities on the internet meet the appropriate internet

UAB Syno International lawyer Liudvikas Augutis. Contact

activity-related requirements of international regulations, European

information: phone numbers: +37062844662 and +37064431144, e-

Union regulations and the Republic of Lithuania regulations.

mail address: liudvikas.augutis@synoint.com and UAB Syno
International, Senior IT Systems Developer, Mindaugas Liubinas.

1. GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION
(GDPR)

Contact information: phone number: +37064431144, e-mail: address

General Data Protection Regulation provisions and has implemented

We would like to explain that data protection oﬃcers assist in

appropriate organizational and technical personal data security

ensuring that the requirements of the General Data Protection

measures which help to protect personal data from coincidental or

Regulations are met. They also take part in all personal data security

unlawful data destruction, editing, revealing as well as from any other

related questions and consult in the ﬁeld of personal data security.

unlawful processing.

If you have any questions or issues regarding data security

In addition, UAB Syno International has been registered to the

assurance, please use the contacts listed above or write us an e-mail

Republic of Lithuania Register of Personal Data Controllers,

to info@syno-int.com.

mindaugas.liubinas@synoint.com.

When processing data subjects’ personal data, SynoInt adheres to

identiﬁcation code – P, registration date – 2017-11-.

2. DATA PROTECTION OFFICERS (DPO)
We would like to inform that in adherence to the General Data
Protection Regulation, UAB Syno International has been assigned the
following data protection oﬃcers:

Syno International Privacy Policy. Last Updated on November 8, 2017
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IV. DATA SUBJECTS’
RIGHTS IMPLEMENTATION
PROCEDURE
You have the right to:

In the process of these rights implementation, you may contact

• Contact SynoInt with a request to provide information regarding

SynoInt in your preferred method: In writing – Vilniaus street 35,

your personal data which is processed by SynoInt (“the right to

Vilnius, 01119, Lithuania. E-mail – info@syno-int.com;

know” and “the right of access”);

liudvikas.augutis@synoint.com; mindaugas.lubinas@synoint.com;

• Contact SynoInt with a request to correct or destroy your personal

Verbally – by phone + 37064431144.

data when you determine that the data is incorrect or
incomprehensive (“the right to correct and destroy”);

If you are unable to resolve the issues with SynoInt and if SynoInt

• Contact SynoInt with a request to terminate your personal data

engagement or a lack thereof worries you that this privacy report or

processing if you determine that personal data is being processed

legal regulations requirements are not being adhered to, you have

unlawfully or unfairly (“the right to terminate”);

the right to contact State Data Protection Inspectorate or other

• Contact SynoInt with a request to disagree that your personal data

institutions which are responsible for the supervision and control of

would continue to be processed (“the right to disagree”);

legal acts which regulate personal data protection.

• Contact SynoInt with a request to limit your personal data
processing if personal data processing is unlawful (“The right to
limit”);
• Contact SynoInt with a request to delete your data when your
personal data is being processed unlawfully or personal data is no
longer required by the collection or other processing goals (“The
right to be forgotten”);
• Contact SynoInt with a request to receive information about
personal data processed by SynoInt and to receive data in a
normally used format which the computer can recognize (“The right
to data transferability”).
Syno International Privacy Policy. Last Updated on November 8, 2017
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V. OTHER IMPORTANT
INFORMATION
1. COPYRIGHT LAWS

5. WEB PAGE USAGE

All information provided in the SynoInt web page, texts and other

By using the services of Syno International, the client agrees that he or

content is protected by the Copyright laws. No one has the right to copy

she has read the Privacy Policy of SynoInt and does not disagree.

information on the SynoInt webpage without the consent of SynoInt,
except cases when the information is used for personal reasons.

2. LINKS
SynoInt web page contains links to other individual, company or
organization webpages, however SynoInt is not responsible for the

6. PRIVACY REPORT NEWS
As our activities and services expand, we may need to update this
Privacy report. Due to this reason we recommend that you periodically
visit our web page in which you will always ﬁnd an up-to-date version of
this Privacy report.

content of these web pages or their privacy and security assurance
methods.

This Privacy Policy is also used by the following sites:
• www.synoscore.com;

3. MOBILE
Most mobile devices provide users with the ability to disable location
services. Most likely, these controls are located in the device's settings
menu. If you have questions about how to disable your device's location
services, we recommend you contact your mobile service carrier or your
device manufacturer.

• www.synoanswers.com;
• www.synopanel.com;
• www.synomediapanel.com;
• www.synorewards.com;
• www.synointernational.com;
• www.synoint.com.

4. SERVERS
All SynoInt data and information is stored on servers and systems
located in the EU. All servers and systems are licensed.
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CONTACT
If you are interested in a deeper discussion around our privacy
policy, please contact Syno International Managing Director, Renata
Ševcovienė:
+370 644 31 144
renata.sevcoviene@synoint.com
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